
Step 1 – row 1
Thread a needle with 80cm of thread.  Pick up 8 twin hole 
beads.  Go through them all again (using the same holes) to 
form a loose ring.  Position it so that you have a 20cm tail then 
knot the threads to form a firm but not overtight ring.  In the 
photos you’ll see that we’ve cut our tail thread short.  This is 
just so you can see which the working thread is.  You must 
leave yours long so you can weave it in at the end for extra 
security.

Step 2 – row 2
Pass the needle through the inner hole of the next twin hole 
bead then ‘step up’ to begin the next row by going passing 
the needle through outer hole of the same bead.   The thread 
that shows around the back of this bead will be covered up 
when you add the next row.  Turn your work so that you’re go-
ing in your preferred direction.  Pick up 1 twin hole bead and 
go through the outer hole of the next twin hole bead.

Step 3
Repeat all the way around.  When you come to add the last 
bead, go through the last bead of the first row and then the 
first bead added on the second row.  You may need to do this 
a bead at a time. 

 

Pendants With Twin Hole Beads

Before you begin…
In this project we’ve worked in a mix of clockwise and anticlockwise directions but you may prefer going in 
just one direction.  It is a simple technique and pattern that you can adapt with your supply of beads. On 
each ‘round’ we are filling gaps in between the previous circle. Use different sized beads to add detail and 

interest to personalise your design.

Materials and Tools
Twin hole/Duo beads
4mm Firepolish beads

Size 11 Seed Beads 
6mm Firepolish beads 

KO Beading thread 
Beading needle (No. 10 or Easy Eye)

Scissors
Beading mat 



Step 4
Pick up 1A.  Go under the bridge you’ve just used again from the 
back to the front.  Pull through.  Go up through this bead again.  
This technique is how you increase the number of beads in each 
row; two seed beads are sharing the same bridge at either end 
of the row.  You can turn your work over if you wish so that you 
are working in the same direction.

Step 5    
Repeat all the way around.  When you come to add the last bead, 
go through the last bead on the second row and the first bead 
added to the third row.  You may need to do this a bead at a time

Step 6 – row 4
Pick up 3 seed beads skip the twin hole bead and go through 
the next small faceted bead. Arrange the seed beads so they sit 
neatly around end of the twin hole bead.

Step 7
Repeat all the way around.  When you come to add the last three 
seed beads, go through the last bead on the third row and the 
first two seed beads added on the fourth four.  You may need to 
do this a bead at a time.

Step 8 – row 5
Pick up one seed bead, a large bead and a seed bead.  Go 
through the middle bead of the next group of seed beads.  Re-
peat all the way around.

Step 9 – row 6
Row 6 uses small faceted beads and you may be able to string 
them between the large beads ones.  If however you find there 
is thread showing you can attach the small bead directly to the 
groups of seed beads.  Exit after three seed beads, pick up a 
small faceted bead and go through the same three seed beads 
you’ve just been through.  You’ll need to do this in two stages: 
this photo shows the needle going through the first two seed 
beads…

Visit www.beadsdirect.co.uk for detailed tutorials and more gorgeous jewellery kits. 
Find us on Facebook for regular updates, offers and essential beading news.   



Step 10
…then through the third seed bead and next large bead.  Con-
tinue all the way around repeating steps 9 & 10.  Weave the free 
ends into the work knotting a couple of times as you go.  Trim off 
the excess.   

Step 11
Make as many twin hole ‘rounds’ as desired.  Connect each one 
by stringing a doubled up thread through one (or more) of the 
beads around the edge of each round.  Add beads between each 
one to space them out and make up the chain.  To finish your 
piece you can either form small loops at the end of the chain and 
attach a clasp with jump rings or skip to the next steps to form a 
toggle and loop fastening.

Step 12
Finish with a large bead and a seed bead.  Skipping the seed 
bead go back down all the beads.  Weave the free end into the 
work, knotting a couple of times. Trim the excess.

Step 13
Repeat the method to form the other side of the necklace but 
this time instead of a large bead, form a ring of beads that is 
large enough for the large bead to pass though.  Go around the 
ring a couple more times to reinforce then pass back down all 
the beads. Weave the free end into the work, knotting a couple 
of times. Trim the excess.

You can develop the clusters to create your own designs and 
styles. From key rings to statment necklaces, you can bespoke 
your gifts and jewellery.

Visit www.beadsdirect.co.uk for detailed tutorials and more gorgeous jewellery kits. 
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